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A study which included a Master's thesis* in Physics at
M.I.T., completed in June, 1969; con cludestha.t the Brans-Dicke
theory of gravitation cannot readily be checked by means of a
gravitational clock in eccentric orbit, even around Jupiter,:
Pertinent summarizing parts of the thesis are given.	 Considera--
tion is then given to the use of a Pendulous Integrating Gyro
Accelerometer to measure the force on an orbiting mass directly,
to check the-same theory.	 This. analysis is also -taken-- from the
thesis.,	 In the analytical comment following, the fundamental




` with the latter 'appears. at the -present time to be a good =a
possibility, and a procedure for following this up-is recommendeu'
including suggestions for required accelerometer development.
,4.
* Blitch, M.G., "The Feasibility of a Gravitational Clock to
f Test the General Theory of'Relativity", M.S. Thesis TE-32,
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Introduction to the Thesis Exerpts.
In the pages immediately following are three exerpts from
the cited thesis.	 The first, entitled Introduction, discusses-
the theoretical background .
 of an experiment to measure possible
variations in the "universal gravitational constant" G, as
expected in the Brans-Dicke scalar gravitational theory.
	 The
I experiment would consist in measuring the period-variations of
h an eccentrically-orbiting gravitational clock. 	 These variations
in G would also be detectable in principle in a direct force
measurement. made in-orbit, and this is described in the second
exerpt.	 While this exerpt is en'titled P/A
 Gyroscopic Gravitational
Clock	 the title is misleading; the device is not a clock, but
an accelerometer, and will be so designated in the conclusions
to this report.
In . the last exerpt, the-conclusion to the.thesis is given;.




	 However, the acceleromater measurement
remains a good possibility.
4
Following these exerpts, the-. author ' of the present report.
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Placi_nr a ls.rge nur.-1cr of gyros Symmetrically
 on the surface
of the sphere and avera r-ing over tnoil , swan-od precession
r t c s Z'11
- ^.1 t- -1-,u  S;'c y 2'educ° th0 cf'•' CaC	 Of) c n  str-n T'o'ss,
For c: sphero of 20 cm S. r: radius (> ?: 10 3
 cI:2
 in surface c:rc^ )
and a r:ountin c, suri'sce c:rea of ^0 cr'^ for Each gyro, 3
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EY"oe cou j.0 be 2,-:r,) ntcc1 for tho 1;•-vor'I rr inr- proce.,3
It is to be nC)ted t:^ :t such a s-rmn:otr..cal, az)ran^el,:ent
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0to hold the precession rate constant
	 -to p its in 1-010.
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Particles accur—ml tcd there
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Analytical Comment on the Gravitatonal Clock's Drawbacks
In the thesis conclusions immediately preceding, the gravita-
tional clock is considered infeasible, on balance; in contrast the
Pendulous Integrating gyro accelerome-cer is considered potentially
feasible and the basis for a possible alternative experiment.
The measured variation in G was expected to be of the order of
one part in 10 9 , so that gravitational clock was considered
effectively precise enough if it had errors within one part in
10 10 . The figures apply to an eccentric orbit around Jupiter;
around the Earth, a precision ten times better is required. After
examining what appears to be an exhaustive 1_ist of pertinent
error sources, the author of the thesis concludes that errors
larger than one part. in 10 10
 may be expected from the following
sources:
1. Thermal agitation of the rotor. This point would require
further investigation if the gravitational clocL- experiment
were pursued.
2. Attitude control (to 10 -10 radian).
3. Stray masses (dirt) in and around the gravitational
oscillator.
Note that the thermal-agitation conclusion is based on the
measurement of time intervals bentween zero-crossings of the
pendulum. Amplitude information, except for the indicated zero
amplitude at crossover is not taken from the pendulum during its
swing. The point was to reduce the measurement to a time-measure-
ment only, on the general principle that time-int.^-^rval measurement
is the most accuz-ate known form. Here the principle was applied
by measuring a force (and thus G) by measuring the period of a
- 26 --
pendulum.
Nhile it would seem that a great deal of information would
be thrown away in not measuring the amplitude during the entire
cycle, there would be great difficulty in doing this to one part
in 1.0 10 . However, the thesis implicitly answers this, as will
be shown below.
The Accelrometer Force-Measurement Vies-.ed as a Zero-Frequency
Pendulum
The difficulty with the amplitude measurement can be reduced,
probably to within acceptable limits, by reducing the period of
to pendulum to zero. At once the time bets-een zero-crossings is
kno:.n (it is infinite) and the "amplitude" measurement--the force
between two masses--measures (along ^-.ith some of the disturlDances
mentioned in the thesis in connection with the gravitational
clock) the variations in G. But this is just what the autbo.r_
of the thesis is talking.about in sucj gesting that a Pendulous
Integrating Gyro Accelerometer be mounted on a test mass and
orbited. The experiment is then changed from a dynamic one,
measuring a time interval between the zero-crossings of the
pendulumn, into a st atic ojie, measuring the slowly varying force
between a seismic mass in an accelerometer and a large test mass.
The remaining questions are, can an accelerometer be made precise-
ly enough to do the job? And also, as a practical question,
can the experiment be performed in Ea--th orbit?
State of the Accelerometer Art; and Recommendations
The most promising accelerometer for the present purpose
appears to be the Pendulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometer. The
chances of making it sufficiently precise are good.chiefl.y be-
6
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cause it is the only kind of force-measurer which does not depend
on the elastic property of a material, i.e., it does not render
force in terms of distance. The principle of the accelerometer
*
has been in the literature for many years
	 It has been and con-
tinues to be an object of research at the M.I.T. Instrumentation
Laboratory, most recently in connection with the NASA SFI:R-research
program. Briefly, the accuracy requirement is this. If such
an accelerometer were Earth-orbited, we would need absolute
accuracies of the order of one part in 101 1 . With 1.0 6 measurements
averaged, h6wever, we would only need about one part in 108.
This is the goal•f-or the new generation of these devices being
built for NASA at M.I.T. To get more accuracy from present
instruments, (which are good to about one part in 10 7 ) we need
,to increase the pendulosity (and thus the sensitivity). We
could keep the angular momentum at its present level, thus
retaining present torque-uncertainty le-uels, which are satisfactory..
!I Given the gyro wheel . angular momentum for minimum torque-
uncertainty effect the major trade-off appears at present to be
between sensitivity (arid thus pendulosity ), and the measurement.
of fractions of a rcv,)lution of the accelerometer float to highg
enough accuracy. Both of these  aspects have already been studied
at M.I.T. in other connections; their application to the present
case is being made now.
We have discussed. this with members of the M.I.T. Instrumenta-
tion Laboratory; and projected accelerometer development appears
vo be eminently feasible, and would take, it is estimated, three years.
* Draper, C.S., 11. Wrigley and J. Hovorka, "Iner_tia.l Guidance"
(Pergamon, N.Y., 1960) p. 94 ff.
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